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where n ^ -1/2 and the expression, (2.2) T N (y, r) = Σ
2J3
* The spaces LU a , b , e>n , LU (w, z, c, n) and their duals* Let α, 6, c, n be real numbers such that c ^ 1/2, n ^ -1/2, and let k { *\ be the function defined as 0 ^ a; < co oo X < 0 then LU a , b}C>n is defined as the linear space of all complex valued smooth functions φ(x, y) on -°o<χ<oo > 0<?/<l such that for each k, fc' = 0, 1, 2, 3, 0tt,*.*'fofo 1/)] = sup Ifc&S/^UlTV
We assign to LU a>bjC , n the topology generated by the semi-norms {pa ?b,kΛ'}k,k'=o-Hence LU a , b) We turn now to a certain countable union space LU (w, z, c, n) . Let w denote either a finite real number or -oo and z denote either a finite real number or + oo. Choose two monotonic sequences {α fc }£U and {6*}ϊU such that a k -^w + and b k -• £_. Then LU (w,z,c,n) is defined as countable union space of all LU ak>bk , c>n spaces; thus LU (w, z, c, n) = [Jΐ=ιLU ak , b] e , c , n .
A sequence {φ k }k=ι converges in LU (w, z,c,n) if and only if it converges in LU akfbk)C>n for some k. Since for each k, LU ak>bk>Cin is complete and hence a countable-union space, LU (w, z, c, n) is complete. LU '(w, z, c, n) denotes the dual space of LU (w, z, c, n) . Hence LU'(w, z, c, n) is also complete [10, p. 25] . Now we note several facts to which we will refer later.
(I) Clearly, D(I) is sub-space of LU a>bfC , n as well as of LU (w, z, c, n) , whatever be the value of a,b,w or z; the convergence in D(I) implies the convergence in LU a>btC>n and also convergence in LU (w, z, c, n) . Consequently, the restriction of any member of LUά, byCyn or LU\w, z, c, n) 
Hence the member of LUά )b ,c,n and LU '(w, z, c, n) are distributions in the sense of Zemanian [10, p. 39].
(II) Since D(I) is dense in LU (w, z, c, n) for every w, z therefore by Theorem 1.9. 1 [10, p. 24] LU'(w, z, c, ri ) is a subspace of D'{I).
(III) Let w^x and y^z, then LU (x, y, c, n)czLU(w, z, c, ri) and convergence in LU (x, y, c, ri) implies the convergence in LU (w, z, c, ri) . Since D(I)cLU (x, y, c, ri) and D(I) is dense in LU{w\ z, c, ri), LU(x, y, c, n) is also dense in LU (w, z, c, n) . Hence by Theorem 1.9.1 [10, p. 24] LU\w, z, G, n) is a subspace of LU '(x, y, c, ri) .
(IV) If f{x, y) is locally integrable function defined on -oo < x < oo, 0 < y < 1 and if [ [ liKlYψ-'fix, y) \dxdy exists, then f(%, y) generates a regular generalized function on Lu' a>b}Cfn through the definition
Similarly, if w < a and b < z, then / generates a regular member of LU '(w, z, c, ri) through the definition (w, z, c, n) . 4* The generalized Finite-Hankel-Laplace transformation* Let c, n satisfy n i> -1/2, c ^ 1/2. We shall call a generalized function / as Finite-Hankel-Laplace-transformable if it belongs to LU '(w, z, c, n) for some real number w, z. Let σ f and p f defined as follows:
We are now in a position to define the generalized Finite-HankelLaplace transformation, which we denoted by J^3ίf n . For given Finite-Laplace-transformable generalized function /, let Ω f denote the strip {s/σ f < Re (s) < p f ) and let {j m } be the positive zeros of J n (z) arranged in ascending order. Then, the Finite-Hankel-Laplace transform F(s, j m ) of / is defined as the application of / to the kernel e' sx yJ n {j m y), i.e., 5* Inversion and uniqueness* We shall now derive an inversion formula for Finite-Hankel-Laplace-tranformation. The proof of the inversion formula requires some lemmas. when -oo < t < oo, a! < τ < 6'.
The proof can be left to the reader. LEMMA 
Let a, b, c and R be real numbers such that a < σ <b and c ^ 1/2, let ψ(x, y) eD(I). Then for fixed y, φ(x, y) eD(I y )I y
= {(%, V)l-°° < x < °°fV
-V dxdy {x -t) converges to zero uniformly as R, N"-» ^ for all (t,τ)e(-oo 9 oo) x (0, 1), where the support of ψ(x, y) is contained in [A, B] x [α', 5'];
where -co<A<£< oo,0<α'<6'<l. Therefore
Proof. Let us divide the interval (-oo, oo) x (0, 1) into four disjoint sets [(-oo, A)U(B,
-' Γ [^-'V(a?, ») -^(t, τ)]yT N {v, τ)^n R^x " l) dxdy ' J-oo (X -t) --^%τ c t 6 ' Γ e^-»ψ(x f y)yT N {y, τ) SinR^x "^dxdy . π 3a' J-oo (X -ί)
In view of Lemma 5.3 as R->°°, this integral reduces to t, y)T N {y, τ)dy .
Thus we want to show that for fixed t and 0 < y < 1
uniformly for all (ί, τ). Since ψ(t, y) 6 D(I t ),
It = {(t, y)/t is fixed , 0 < y < 1} then ψ(t, y) is bounded say by K , y)yT N (y, τ)]dy
In view of the analogue of Riemann Lebesque lemma [6, p. 589 
Hence we need to show that for fixed t and a! <τ <b
uniformly for all (ί, r). Let F(y, t, τ)(y* -r 2 ) = y~*[ψ(t, y) -ψ(t, τ)] for 0 < 2/ < 1, 0<τ<l, and t is fixed. Now define function
G(y, t, τ) = F(y, t, τ), y = τ 2y dy G(y, t, τ)
is continuous of y, t, and τ in the domain {t is fixed, 0 < y < 1, 0 < τ < 1}. Now where c - (1 -60 -(1 -60 -2 Since ε is arbitrary, [ y[f(t, y) -φ(t, τ) 
\ h y[ψ(t,y)-ψ(t,τ)]T N (y,τ)dy , t, τ)(y> -τ*)T N {y, τ)dy , t, τ)(y
-K? b τ° [ ?
